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ABSTRACT

just to mention a few of them. Although these proposals
present diverse structures, they also share two common basic
properties: symmetric design and homogenous equipments.
Due to their symmetric structures the size of these data centers can be altered only in large quantities; accordingly, it
is hard to scale the network with the ﬂexibility of having
heterogeneous deployments.
However, networks can also have asymmetric structures
not only symmetric ones. The existence of biological networks, whose structures are mostly asymmetric, proves that
these structures have preferable properties as they survived
the evolutionary competition. Numerous biological networks
share a common characteristic; i.e., the distribution of their
node degrees follows power-law distribution [3]; these networks are called scale-free networks. Scale-free networks
have two important aspects, namely ultra-small diameter
[6] and high error tolerance [4], which would be favorable in
case of data center networks too.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a scale-free network
inspired data center architecture generation algorithm called
Scaﬁda and show that our method retains the preferable
properties of scale-free network. Scale-free networks can
have large node degrees due to the power-law distribution;
therefore, to meet the physical properties of available network equipments, namely the number of ports, we artiﬁcially
constrain the degree of network’s nodes. We limit the node
degrees by extending the original scale-free network generation algorithm of Barabási and Albert [5].
The main contribution of our work is threefold:

Data centers have a crucial role in current Internet architecture supporting content-centric networking. State-of-theart data centers have diﬀerent architectures like fat-tree [16,
10], DCell [12], or BCube [11]. However, their architectures
share a common property: symmetry. Due to their symmetric nature, a tricky point with these architectures is that
they are hard to be extended in small quantities. Contrary
to state-of-the-art data center architectures, we propose an
asymmetric data center topology generation method called
Scaﬁda inspired by scale-free networks; these data centers
have not only small diameters and high fault tolerance, inherited by scale-free networks, but can also be scaled in
smaller and less homogenous increments. We extend the
original scale-free network generation algorithm of Barabási
and Albert [5] to meet the physical constraints of switches
and routers. Despite the fact that our method artiﬁcially
limits the node degrees in the network, our data center architectures keep the preferable properties of scale-free networks. Based on extensive simulations we present preliminary results that are promising regarding the error tolerance,
scalability, and ﬂexibility of the architecture.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Network
communications; C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Design
studies

General Terms

• we propose a scale-free network inspired data center
architecture generating algorithm, which considers the
physical constraints of network equipments,

Design, Reliability, Management

Keywords

• we show that limiting the degree of the nodes does not
ruin the small diameter and error tolerance of scalefree networks,

data center, scale-free network

1.

INTRODUCTION

• we illustrate that our design is highly scalable and ﬂexible using simulation results.

Data centers provide diverse services—like cloud services
and large-scale computations—to their customers. The properties of data centers can be described based on capabilities
like computation, storage, and Internet access. In addition,
the network topology of the data center has a crucial impact on the performance as huge amount of data have to be
transmitted intra data center.
Data center networking has attracted the attention of
the research community recently. Novel architectures are
proposed continuously with diﬀerent network topologies, including BCube [11, 18], DCell [12], and fat-tree [2, 16, 10]—
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The structure of the paper is as follows. We motivate our
scale-free network inspired data center architecture in Section 2. The topology generation algorithm as well as the
impacts of constraining degree are presented in Section 3
along with an illustration of the scalability and ﬂexibility
property. We discuss our proposal in Section 4, review the
related work in Section 5 while Section 6 concludes the paper.
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(a) BCube

(b) DCell

(c) Fat tree

(d) Balanced tree

Figure 1: Illustration of state-of-the-art data center topologies; all of them are symmetric

2.

MOTIVATION

jection to design a data center network whose structure is
asymmetric based on scale-free network topology? We believe that making reasonable modiﬁcation on the original
scale-free network paradigm, i.e. limiting the degrees of the
nodes, it is possible to create a scale-free network inspired
data center architecture. Contrary to the state-of-the-art
data center architectures, these networks have asymmetric
topologies with the properties of scale-free networks. In the
following sections, we reveal and explain the details of this
architecture and discuss its properties.

The idea of connecting remote locations with communication systems, like telephone and computer networks, has
basically changed the way how people live their lives. Although the technological designs of the most inﬂuential systems of the last century from POTS to mobile telephony
are diverse they share a common characteristic: symmetry
dominates their design. State-of-the-art data center architectures have also precisely designed, symmetric structures
made out of homogenous equipments. As an illustration, we
show four data center topologies in Figure 1, namely BCube,
DCell, fat tree, and balanced tree, which all have symmetric
designs.
However, innumerable examples exist in the nature where
networks have asymmetric structure. From the protein of
the cells throughout the cells and organs to the organisms
and beyond asymmetric networks are formed. These networks facilitate favorable operation to fulﬁll their required
behavior as they all survived the natural selection.
Surprisingly, some of the biological networks share a common structural characteristic: the degree distribution of the
networks’ vertices follows power-law distribution. These
networks are called scale-free networks. Scale-free networks
have two principle properties that may play an important
role in their evolutional success. On the one hand, the diameter of scale-free networks is extremely small, namely it
scales with ln ln N , where N denotes the number of nodes
of the network [6]. Accordingly, signals traverse such networks quickly in average; therefore, it cannot happen that
crucial information propagates slowly in the network [17].
On the other hand, scale-free networks are highly resistant
to random failures, i.e. the diameter of the network does
not increase until signiﬁcant number of the nodes fails [4].
The required properties of data center networks are in accordance with the key characteristics of scale-free networks.
Due to economics of scale operating data center networks
is cost eﬀective; therefore, several companies deployed their
own architectures including Microsoft, Google, Yahoo, Facebook and Amazon [9]. Data center network architectures
consist of tens of thousands or even more servers in order to
provide services to their customers. On the one hand, a data
center architecture has to be resilient to hardware failures as
well as network outages in order to provide reliable services.
On the other hand, data centers with shorter paths have
fewer allocated resources as the data traverse fewer links
and equipments; accordingly, the throughput capabilities of
the system are enhanced.
Therefore, an obvious question arises: is there any ob-
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3. THE SCALE-FREE NETWORK INSPIRED
DATA CENTER TOPOLOGY
As we mentioned above, the properties of scale-free networks are favorable in case of data center design. Therefore,
in this section we propose and analyze a data center topology generation algorithm called Scaﬁda by modifying the
scale-free network creation algorithm of Barabási and Albert [5]. Since the discovery that the World Wide Web has a
scale-free network topology [3], several algorithms have been
proposed that can generate scale-free network topologies [5,
1, 14]. One of them is the method of Barabási and Albert,
which is also known as preferential attachment [5]. The network structure is generated iteratively, i.e. the nodes are
added one by one; a new node is attached probabilistically
to an existing node proportional to the node’s degree. This
phenomenon is also known as the richer gets richer principle.
Our method artiﬁcially constrains the number of links
that a node can have, i.e. the maximal degree of the nodes,
in order to meet the port number of network routers and
switches. We note that node is used as a common term for
servers and switches throughout the paper. One, who is familiar with the order of magnitude of scale-free networks’
node degrees, probably sees immediately a contradiction
between the limited number of switch ports in data centers and the unconstrained degree of the nodes in scale-free
networks. However, surprisingly, although we constrain the
maximal degree of the network, we are able to sustain the
preferable properties of scale-free networks, namely short
distances and high error tolerance! Moreover, the degree
limitation does not aﬀect signiﬁcantly the bisection bandwidth of the topologies.
In order to visualize our data center architecture concept,
in Figure 2 we show two topologies generated with our proposed method. The topology in Figure 2(a) presents an ordinary Barabási–Albert scale-free network, where the maximal degree of the nodes is not limited. Accordingly, some
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equipments, i.e. the degrees of the network’s nodes have to
be constrained.
Our proposed algorithm generates a data center topology,
which has determined number of servers and made out of
the speciﬁed number of diﬀerent switches. We apply the
notations of the Barabási–Albert model, thus nt0 denotes
the number of servers. In the Barabási–Albert algorithm
the network is growing iteratively, i.e. the nodes are added
one by one to the network. Every newly added node has m
links, whose target is selected proportionally to the degree
of the nodes. In addition to the original model, we introduce new parameters; a ti type switch has pti ports, the
number of ti type switches is nti (i = 1, . . . , k), while pt0
denotes the number of ports a server has. We assume without loss of generality that the switches are ordered based on
the numbers of their ports, i.e. if ti < tj then pti < ptj . We
note that we use the term node in order to emphasize that
only at the end of the algorithm turns out which nodes will
be servers and which will be switches. In other words, the
algorithm creates a logical network that can be physically
realized at the end of the algorithm.
The pseudocode of Scaﬁda is presented in Figure 3; in
the followings we go through each line and explain the algorithm in detail. First, an empty graph is created that will
store the topology of the data center (line 1) and m initial
nodes are added to the graph (line 2). In order to match the
number and type of the available network equipments, the
values of ati s are set to zero (line 3); i.e., at the beginning
there do not exist any allocated equipment. Similarly, as
an initialization, R is set to be an empty list (line 4). The
preferential attachment principle is implemented using the
R list, which stores the indices of the nodes in the network.
R may store an index multiple times; e.g., if node v has dv
links it is stored dv times in the list. Next, similar to the
original Barabási–Albert algorithm, a new node is added to
the network (line 5), denoted by index m; this node has m
links whose targets are the initially added vertices. Except
the initial nodes ({0, . . . , m − 1}), every newly added node
has m links. Usually, the value of m is 2 or 3 in nature.
These values are applicable in case of data centers as well;
however, the operator is able to set the m parameter to inﬂuence the performance of the topology. We assume that
m ≤ pt0 holds, this assumption does not constrain the algorithm in general. Because R stores the ids of the nodes
proportional to their degrees, the ids of the initial nodes are
added to R once (line 6) while the id of node m is added to
R m-times (line 7).
Afterwards, the nodes are added to the graph one-by-one,
the id of the next vertex is denoted by b (line 8), until the
network has the required number of network equipments
(line 9), computed by summing the number of servers (nt0 )
and switches (nti ). As we have mentioned above, every
newly added node (line 10) receives m links whose targets
are selected based on the preferential attachment principle.
T is used to store the ids of target nodes; the T list is initially empty (line 11). The target node selection procedure
is executed until m diﬀerent node is selected (line 12). Accordingly, a possible target node is selected from R (line 14);
thus, proportionally to the degrees of the nodes. The id of
the target node is picked continuously until a vertex is found
that has not been picked previously; i.e., it is not included
in T (line 15).
Next, we have to check whether the picked target node has

(a) Original SFN (without degree
limitations)

(b) Maximal degree: 5
Figure 2: Illustration of scale-free network inspired
topologies

nodes have much more edges than the others; e.g., the three
vertices in the middle have more than 10 links. In contrast,
Figure 2(b) presents a topology where the maximal degree
that a node may have is limited (5 links). The two topologies diﬀer in their node degree distributions; however, their
properties—as we will see shortly—are similar.
Before presenting qualitative proofs for this phenomenon,
we ﬁrst introduce our Scaﬁda algorithm. Afterwards, we
present the impact of constraining the degrees of the nodes
on the paths’ lengths and on the bisection bandwidths. Finally, we illustrate the ﬂexibility of the proposed method
based on extensive simulations; in particular, we show that
the performance of Scaﬁda networks tends to be similar as
of the state-of-the-art data centers.

3.1 The Scafida Algorithm
To illustrate the ‘unlimited’ nature of the maximal node
degrees in case of scale-free networks, we generated in total
300 scale-free network topologies, consisting of 1000, 10000,
and 100000 nodes. In the experiment, the means of the maximal node degrees of the separate networks were 80.45, 257.5,
and 816.35, respectively. However, switches and routers of
network architectures have a quantiﬁed number of ports; the
state-of-the-art commodity switches have 4, 8, 16, 24, or 48
ports, while the servers may have a few links. Accordingly,
the original scale-free network generation algorithm has to
be modiﬁed in order to meet the properties of the network
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empty ports (line 16). If the degree of the selected vt node
does not equal to the port number of the network equipments (line 17), the id of the target node is added to T
and a new edge is created between the actual b node and
the picked vt node (line 18). Otherwise, let us assume that
dvt = pti for easier notation (line 19); this can be done
without loss of generality. Next, it has to be determined
whether the number of ports of vt can be increased. This
is done by using two variables, one for the number of allocated switches that have more ports (line 20), and one for
all the larger switches (line 21). Only those switches are
summarized that have more ports than vt (line 23). If the
port number of vt can be increased (line 26), ﬁrst the values
of allocated switches are updated (line 27), then the id of
the target node is stored in T (line 29) and the new edge
is added to the network (line 30). Note that the R list is
not updated yet, it will be only updated after all the target
nodes are determined. On the other hand, if the number
of ports cannot be increased (line 32), the id of the picket
target node is removed from R as it cannot have additional
links.
Finally, after m target node is picked R has to be updated
before adding the next node to the network. The ids of the
target nodes are added once to R (line 33) while the id of the
new node b is added m-times (line 35). Afterwards, the id
of the new node is incremented for the next round (line 36).

Input:
nt0 — number of servers
pt0 — number of servers’ ports
nt1 , . . . , ntk — number of ti type switches
pt1 , . . . , ptk — number of ports of ti type switches
ati — number of ti type switches already allocated
dv — degree of the node v ∈ V
m — number of links a newly added node has
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

3.2 Impact of constraining degree
Next, we show that constraining the maximal degree of
the nodes does not impact signiﬁcantly the properties of
scale-free networks. As the servers of a data center communicate with each other, the average length of the paths
between the nodes fundamentally impacts the performance
of the data center network. In Figure 4(a), we present the
impact of limiting node degrees on the average shortest path
lengths, computed by dividing the sum of the shortest path
lengths with the number of the paths. We note that the
servers may be involved in the routing process if their degrees are larger than one. The presented values are averaged
over 50 topologies for each case, where the value of m was
set to 2; as the deviations of the results are negligible they
are not shown in the ﬁgure for better understanding. We
used port numbers of commodity switches to constrain the
maximal node degrees; NL denotes the topologies without
degree limitation. Irrespective of the size of the networks,
the average lengths of the paths increase moderately due to
the constrained degrees; in most cases the increment of the
lengths is less than an additional hop.
Another crucial aspect of a data center architecture is its
throughput capability. Some applications (e.g., MapReduce
[8]) require intensive communication among the servers of
the data center; bottlenecks in the topology would cause
performance degradation. The throughput capability of a
data center can be measured with bisection bandwidth. The
servers are divided into two groups, in total 200 times in our
analyses, afterwards the maximal ﬂow between the two parts
is computed; the capacity of the links in the network were
set evenly. Figure 4(b) shows the impact of degree limitation on the distribution of bisection bandwidth in case of
data centers with 5000 nodes. The distribution of bisection
bandwidth is almost irrespective of the degree limitation. In
the analysis we assume that the capacities of the links are
equal and the servers and switches have enough throughput
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20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Algorithm
G = (V, E) // an empty graph
V = V ∪ {0, 1, . . . , m − 1} // add initial nodes
ati = 0; i = 0, . . . , k // initialization
R = {}
// used for preferential attachment
// add initial links to the network
E = E ∪ {(m, 0), (m, 1), . . . , (m, m − 1)}
R = R ∪ {0, . . . , m − 1} // update the index list
R = R ∪ {m, . . . , m} // m times
b = m + 1 // the index of the next vertex

while b < ki=0 nti do
V = V ∪ {b} // add the node to the graph
T = {} // store the selected target nodes
while |T | < m do
repeat
vt = random(R) // a random item of R
until vt ∈
/T
if dvt ∈
/ {pt0 , . . . , ptk } then
T = T ∪ {vt }
E = E ∪ {(b, vt )} // add the edge
else
// let dvt = pti w.l.o.g.
// determine whether the switch can
be extended
nasw = 0 // number of allocated
larger switches
ntsw = 0 // total number of larger
switches
for j = 0, . . . , k do
if ptj > pti then
nasw+ = atj
ntsw+ = ntj
if nasw < ntsw then
// the target switch can have
more ports
ati = ati − 1
ati+1 = ati+1 + 1
T = T ∪ {vt }
E = E ∪ {(b, vt )}
else
R = R \ {vt }
// update the index list
R =R∪T
for i = 1, . . . , m do
R = R ∪ {b}
b=b+1
Figure 3:
rithm
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Figure 5: Scafida tolerates the failure of switches
well; the impact of node failures on the number of
disjoint paths is shown
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Figure 4: The impact of constraining the degree of
the nodes

Even if 20 percent of the switches fail more than 90 percent
of the server pairs still have two disjoint paths. We note that
the fraction of cases where there does not exist a connection
between two servers is quite low; the scales of the ﬁgures
are not even in order to visualize all the results. The error
tolerance of Scaﬁda is even better than that of the original
scale-free networks because the impact of a failure can be
signiﬁcant in case of a failure of a switch with large degree.
The servers connect only to switches due to the way how
the topology is generated. When the ﬁrst server is added
to the network, it connects to the network with two links
as m = 2. Both the links connect to switches because this
is the ﬁrst server to be added. As the number of server’s
ports is two (tp0 = 2), this server does not have any unused ports. Therefore, it will not have any additional links.
Thus, if we add the next server to the topology, it can only
connect to switches, etc. Due to the large number of servers
and knowing that the servers connect only to switches, the
possibility that a server gets disconnected although it is not
failed is extremely small; in addition, the probability of this
event gets more and more lower as the size of the network
increases.

capabilities, thus they do not constrain the performance of
the topology.
Based on the presented results we state that our data
center architecture generation method, which constrains the
degrees of network’s nodes in order to meet the sizes of commodity switches, has preferable properties although the degrees of the nodes are artiﬁcially limited.

3.3 Error tolerance
Due to their speciﬁc structure scale-free networks tolerate eﬃciently the random failure of nodes [4]. Stochastic
failure of network equipments is ordinary in data centers
because of their size; therefore, if the constraining of the
node degrees alters this desirable property the applicability
of Scaﬁda would be limited. Fortunately, the error tolerance
of our data center architectures is similar to the original
scale-free networks.
We quantify the impact of constraining degree on the resilience of the architectures by investigating the distribution
of the number of disjoint paths between every pair of servers.
A fraction of the switches fails in the networks; the percentage of the failed switches is scaled from 0 to 20 in steps of
5. 1000-node Scaﬁda topologies are analyzed using several
error scenarios; the results are averaged over these simulations. As we assumed that the servers have two ports, the
number of disjoint paths between two servers can be at most
two. Accordingly, instead of showing the cumulative distribution function of the disjoint paths, in Figure 5 the ratio
of server pairs is plotted; the diﬀerent ﬁgures present diﬀerent number of disjoint paths. Two extreme cases are shown,
one where the degrees are not constrained (i.e., an original
scale-free network) and one where the maximal degree is 8.
The error tolerance of Scaﬁda is presented best on the last
ﬁgure, where the results for two disjoint paths are shown.
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3.4 Flexibility
The Scaﬁda topology generation method is extremely scalable and ﬂexible. On scalability we mean that using the proposed method any size of data center can be created; it can
generate a topology with 1000 servers but also with 50000
servers. In addition, the size of the data center can be set
on a ﬁne-grained scale. State-of-the-art data center architectures can be created using only few parameters; therefore,
the number of servers in the structure can be set only on
a course-grained scale. On the other hand, the Scaﬁda algorithm is extremely ﬂexible in terms of the type and the
number of network equipments (e.g. servers and switches).
As Scaﬁda is able to produce data centers out of diﬀerent
types of switches, in the followings we illustrate the ﬂexibil-
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Therefore, operators of the data centers have to pay special
attention to protect their architectures; e.g., by deploying
eﬀective ﬁrewalls.
Not only the structures of the data centers but also the
routing algorithms aﬀect the performance of the systems.
Therefore—as a future work—we plan to design an appropriate routing algorithm that exploits the beneﬁts of the
architecture and evaluate a prototype of the whole system.

ity of the proposed algorithm. Due to its ﬂexibility, Scaﬁda
networks can be created out of the parts of state-of-the-art
data centers. Table 1 shows some promising preliminary results, namely the performance of our data center structures,
including the average shortest path lengths, diameters, and
bisection bandwidths, is comparable with the performance
of state-of-the-art structures. Pairwise, the topologies have
the same number of servers and switches. Therefore, the
proposed method is able to generate data center structures
ﬂexibly without signiﬁcantly degrading the performance of
the network. We note that in order to meet the actual degree
distribution of the state-of-the-art data centers, after the
end of the proposed algorithm we created additional links
between the network’s nodes using the preferential attachment principle, in order to use all the ports of the network
equipments.
The performance of Scaﬁda is comparable with the stateof-the-art architectures based on the distribution of bisection
bandwidths and shortest path lengths as well. In case of
bisection bandwidths, the servers are partitioned 200 times
into two groups, then the bandwidth between the two groups
is determined. Based on the simulation results, we compute
the cumulative distribution function of the bisection bandwidth values; the results are shown in Figure 6. In all cases,
the two topology generation methods provide similar bisection bandwidths; the largest diﬀerence is in case of BCube
but it is still marginal (5 percent). The distribution of the
paths is computed using the shortest paths between every
pair of servers. The plots in Figure 7 show similar characteristics for the methods again. Despite Scaﬁda’s asymmetric
nature, the path lengths in Scaﬁda architectures are quite
comparable to their symmetric counterpart.

4.

5. RELATED WORK
Several data center architectures have been proposed recently; all of them are based on symmetric structures. Data
centers based on fat-tree topologies [2, 16, 10] are built using
commodity switches arranged in three layers, namely core,
medium, and server layers. The structure is also known as
Clos topology. The fat-tree topology can be built using commodity Ethernet switches [2]; where the ﬂows are leveraged
using multiple paths. Portland [16] is a scalable, fault tolerant layer-2 data center built on multi-rooted tree topologies
(including fat tree as well) that supports easy migration of
virtual machines. VL2 [10] is an agile data center architecture with properties like performance isolation between
services, load balancing, and ﬂat addressing.
The symmetric structure of the BCube [11] data center
architecture is designed using a recursive algorithm. BCube
is intended to be used in container based, modular data
centers, with a few thousand servers. MDCube architecture
proposes a method to interconnect these containers to create
a mega-data center [18].
Similar to BCube, DCell is also built recursively [12].
DCell’s recursive expression scales up rapidly, thus DCell
can have enormous number of servers with small structural
levels and switch ports. In DCell, not only the commodity
switches but also the servers are responsible to route the
packets in the data center.
Not only the throughput capabilities but also the power
consumption of the data center architectures are diverse [13].
Power consumption of data centers is a crucial challenge that
has to be addressed [9], a partial solution may be reducing
the power consumption and heat dissipation of servers and
switches [15]. Scale-free network inspired data centers can
be energy eﬃcient due their highly scalable and ﬂexible design. As any size of data center can be created using Scaﬁda,
our proposed structure is energy proportional; i.e., the power
consumption of the network is proportional to the number
of servers in it.
The phenomenon that numerous biological networks have
similar degree distribution was ﬁrst identiﬁed in case of the
World Wide Web [3]. The degree distribution of these networks follows power-law distribution, where the probability
that a node has k links can be estimated as P (k) ∼ k−γ .
The value of γ is usually between 2 and 3 in case of biological
systems. Barabási and Albert identiﬁed two conditions that
are necessary to form a scale-free network [5]. On the one
hand, the nodes are added iteratively to the network, while,
on the other hand, a new node picks its neighbors based
on the nodes’ degrees. Scale-free networks were intensively
analyzed in the last decade; it has been shown analytically—
among others—that if a scale-free network has N nodes its
diameter is proportional to ln ln N [6]. Furthermore, based
on simulation results it was presented that scale-free networks tolerate random failures; however, they are extremely
vulnerable to attacks [4].

DISCUSSION

After presenting the generation method and the properties
of Scaﬁda, we discuss the implications of the results and the
limitations of the structure. In terms of implications, ﬁrst
we want to emphasize that the properties inherited by scalefree networks are crucial in data center networking. On the
one hand, short paths results shorter latency and may enhances the throughput performance of the system. On the
other hand, due to the large number of equipments, failures
happen round the clock; accordingly, the high error tolerance of the proposed method could motivate its application
in practice.
Besides these aspects, another signiﬁcant implication of
the structure is that data centers can be built out of any
number of network equipments; i.e., the structure is highly
scalable and ﬂexible. The presented results are based on the
properties of currently available commodity switches; however, as the size of these equipments increases the properties
of our data center structure enhance because it will approximate more and more the unconstrained scale-free networks.
Due to the fact that preferable properties of scale-free networks holds in case of low node degrees too, Scaﬁda can also
be applied in data centers, where the servers are interconnected with each others [7]; the usage of our method may
extremely reduce the diameter of these structures.
In terms of limitations, the wiring of the proposed architecture can be a complex task, especially if the number of
ports of network elements is large. Scale-free networks tolerate random failures well; however, they are vulnerable to
attacks when nodes with the highest degrees are damaged.
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Table 1: Scafida topologies have similar performance as state-of-the-art data centers using the same switches
and servers
Number of Path length, Diameter Bisection bandwidth,
Topology
servers
mean
mean
BCube
4096
7.00
8
5953.85
Scaﬁda BCube
4096
5.80
8
5796.45
DCell
2352
4.84
5
1628.05
Scaﬁda DCell
2352
4.72
12
1600.02
Fat-tree
3456
5.91
6
1728.0
Scaﬁda Fat-tree
3456
4.74
7
1718.60
Balanced tree
2304
3.96
4
1039.98
Scaﬁda Balanced tree
2304
6.14
11
1041.12
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In this paper, we proposed Scaﬁda, a novel data center
structure generating algorithm inspired by scale-free networks. Our method constrains the degrees of network’s
nodes to meet the physical capabilities of commodity switches.
Based on simulation results we presented the impact of limiting the node degrees. Surprisingly, our method provides almost the same properties like scale-free networks; i.e., short
distances between the nodes and high error tolerance, which
are favorable in the context of data centers. Moreover, despite its asymmetric structure Scaﬁda’s properties are similar to that of state-of-the-art data centers. Although we
are still working towards the ﬁrst prototype of Scaﬁda, we
believe our proposed solution will be a feasible architecture,
preferred by both the research community and the industry.
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Figure 6: Cumulative distribution function of bisection bandwidths in case of state-of-the-art and analogous
scale-free network inspired data centers
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